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• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9G90h-ay2U

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Tu2eZpA4yo

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP3VVsA_xXc

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6tXrPNsfNM

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbU3zdAgiX8

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDq9JBY_8Vs

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6Qd9VR1gD8
&feature=related

Biological Rhythms

Biological Rhythms:
• Regular, periodic cycles of physiological/psychological 

functioning

• Most common: circadian rhythms: ~24 hr cycles in many 
bio processes & behaviors (e.g. sleep/waking, temp., 
hormones, urination, sensitivity to drugs) 

• Rhythms keep our internal workings in phase with the 
outside world

• Rhythms are endogenous (generated internally, by 
biological clocks) but are influenced  or “reset” by 
external stimuli.

2 Day Circadian Examples

Peaks ~ 6 hr before bedtime

Lowest~2 hrs into sleep

• There are also biorhythms of other lengths:

• Circannual rhythms (yearly cycle)
• Examples: Birds’ migratory patterns, animals storing food for the winter or 

hibernating, annual mating.

• Circalunar rhythm (monthly cycle)
• Menstrual rhythm

• 90 minute rhythm within sleep

Biorhythms continued...

• If deprived of time of day signals, our circadian biorhythms 
run on their own internal clock: “free-running rhythms” -
often with a cycle of slightly over 24 hr (average = 24.3-
24.4 and averaging 24.5 in some blind persons) 

• Example of research revealing these free-running rhythms:

•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF24ZmPwzb0 (GO 
TO 2:55)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9G90h-ay2U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Tu2eZpA4yo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP3VVsA_xXc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6tXrPNsfNM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbU3zdAgiX8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDq9JBY_8Vs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6Qd9VR1gD8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF24ZmPwzb0
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“Free-Running
Rhythm”

Sleep hours of 

someone 

without 

environmental 

indicators of time 

(very similar to 

Fig. 9.1 of a 

squirrel’s rhythms 

without outside 

cues)

After 2 weeks w/o 

lighting cues his 
bedtime is ~10-11 

hrs out of synch 

with the real world

Biological Clocks

• Key circadian clock: suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of 
the hypothalamus (~10,000 neurons)

• SCN lesions disrupt activity, sleep, eating, & hormone 
rhythms.

• SCN transplants can change an animal’s natural 
biorhythm to that of donor.

• SCN very sensitive, very adaptive – this allows “re-
setting” of our biological clock

Key Internal Clock: Suprachiasmatic Nucleus of 
Hypothalamus (SCN)

• The SCN regulates the pineal gland, an endocrine 
gland located posterior to the thalamus.

• The pineal gland secretes melatonin, a hormone 
that increases sleepiness.

•Daylight is key external “zeitgeber” (“timegiver”), 
resetting our biological clock & keeping it “entrained” 
with the cycle of where we are living. 

•Other less effective zeitgebers: exercise/activity, noise, 
environmental temperature, meals.

• Light resets the SCN via direct connection from 
the retina: retinohypothalamic path.

•Comes from a special group of ganglion cells 
that have their own photopigment called 
melanopsin.
• These cells respond directly to light and do not 

require any input from the rods or cones.
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•Retinal blindness can disturb resetting if it affects 
these ganglion cells

• Some blind individuals have “free-running rhythms” 
for this reason.

•But  under normal conditions our internal clock itself 
is very resistant to disruption.

Researchers have discovered several rhythm 
related genes which influence our biological clocks. 
For example 3 of these genes are involved in the 
production of proteins which accumulate over the 
day & eventually make you sleepy. Light increases 
production; production stops during night.

Differences in these genes are responsible for inborn 
differences in circadian rhythms, both normal and 
extreme.

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17L5S7Kk7Cc

Sleep used to be thought of as simply “the absence 
of wakefulness” – a ‘passive’ phenomenon (when 
there was not enough input to the brain, brain 
activity would decrease and we would lapse into 
sleep).                                           

On a lighter note:

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnJkMfmea28&feature=related

Isolated SCN neurons show circadian rhythm of firing activity

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17L5S7Kk7Cc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnJkMfmea28&feature=related
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Activity cycles (black) of rats before (top) 
and after (bottom) SCN lesions

Sleep

• Major scientific advances often follow the 
development of new technology. New findings 
often challenge our pre-conceptions.

• The EEG is no longer new but its development 
totally changed our view of sleep and the world of 
sleep research.

• First human EEG 1924

Polysomnogram
(“multiple sleep recordings”)

• EEG (electroencephalogram)

• EOG (electrooculogram)

• EMG (electromyogram)

• Sometimes additional measures like respiration, BP, 
etc.

EEG
Beta waves or LVFdesynchronized

More rhythmical 10-12 cps

The deeper the sleep, the more neurons 

fire in rhythm with each other

Looks like beta waves of wakefulness
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A Typical Night’s Sleep

Longest NREM

Longest dreams

~90 minute cycles

within sleep

2 Main Types of Sleep

• Non-REM (Stages 1-4)(about 80% of night)

• REM sleep (20% of night)

Non-REM Sleep (Stages 1-4)

• gradual decrease in movements, breathing, heart 
rate

• change in brain activity from LVF to high voltage 
slow, rhythmical brain waves (“delta waves”)

• hard to wake up

• sleep-thinking more common than dreaming

REM Sleep

• very active LVF irregular                           brain waves 
similar to waking

• rapid jerky eye movements

• total loss of tone in most muscles

• breathing, heart rate unpredictable

• 80-90% chance of vivid dream report

• erection; vaginal lubrication

• Most often missing REM REM rebound

Complex Wakefulness System
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Reticular Activating System
Sends excitatory ACh, 

NE, and glutamate

messages to all of  

forebrain.

Other “stay awake” 

transmitters in the 

hypothalamus are 

orexin & histamine

(that’s why some 

ANTI-histamines 

make you sleepy)

Jason Mraz
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYhrYHmUPn0

or 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkHTsc9PU2A

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7l74d1fmZbw

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acvIVA9-FMQ

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_f-DzVEO7fU

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9cfgpzWNQE

• During waking, the reticular formation arouses entire 
cortex. Sleep does not work this way.

• GABA & adenosine promote sleep, but in a more 
“region by region” fashion. So there are situations
where part of the brain is asleep but not the entire 
brain.

• Drugs that increase effect of GABA (tranquilizers, 
sleeping pills, alcohol) can facilitate sleep. Drugs that 
block adenosine (caffeine) can prevent sleep.

Likewise there is a parallel complex 
sleep system

Stages of Sleep And Brain Mechanisms

• During sleep ACh in pons turns on REM and 5HT 
triggers the return to NREM. Drugs that boost 5HT  (like 
antidepressants) can decrease REM.

• Drugs that stimulate ACh receptors during sleep quickly 
move people to REM (like Nicotine patch or smoking 
cessation drug Chantix)

What happens if 
something goes wrong in 

these sleep control 
circuits?

Let’s start with REM related disorders.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYhrYHmUPn0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkHTsc9PU2A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7l74d1fmZbw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acvIVA9-FMQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_f-DzVEO7fU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9cfgpzWNQE
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-do-whales-and-dolphin/
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Narcolepsy (1/2000 people)
• Persistent daytime sleepiness & irresistible REM sleep 

attacks (but may not sleep well at night)

• Cataplexy (sudden loss of muscle tone while still 
awake), often triggered by laughter, anger, 
embarrassment, sex, exertion, or talking to strangers.

• Sleep paralysis when falling asleep or waking

• Hypnagogic hallucinations (dreams begin while awake)

• Genetically based in dogs and some humans, but only 
25% concordance in identical twins so environmental 
factors must also be involved.  May involve an 
autoimmune response – especially in those with no 
affected relatives.

Narcolepsy continued
• Begins in late teens/twenties

• Associated with absence of orexin neurons in 
hypothalamus.

• Narcoleptic dogs lack orexin receptors. Mice w/o 
orexin also look narcoleptic..

Treatment of Narcolepsy

• Excessive sleepiness treated with stimulants like 
Dexedrine (d-amphetamine) or Ritalin 
(methylphenidate) or the newer Provigil (modafinil).

• Abnormal REM symptoms treated with 
antidepressants which suppress REM & often have 
an anti-ACh action

• Meds to deepen night-time sleep (Xyrem) may 
decrease daytime sleepiness.

• http://med.stanford.edu/school/Psychiatry/narcolep
sy/medications.html

Sleep Disorder Playlist

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9yFxAYDEvI

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP3VVsA_xXc

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m555jHRMEo

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLw4gAXs-ig

Another REM related disorder:

• REM Behavior Disorder (or “REM without atonia”)–
deterioration of cells in pons which normally send 
messages to the spinal cord to inhibit muscle 
tone/movement during REM

• Movements occur during dreaming

• Most common in older men

• Has been produced in animals by experimental brain 
lesions in this region

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFXYRQ9xPUA

Exp. brain lesions in 

the region of the 

pons that is 

necessary for the 

loss of muscle tone 

in REM leave this 

cat able to move 

during REM, 

seemingly acting out 

its dreams.

http://med.stanford.edu/school/Psychiatry/narcolepsy/medications.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9yFxAYDEvI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP3VVsA_xXc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m555jHRMEo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLw4gAXs-ig
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFXYRQ9xPUA
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Reminder:
• During waking, the reticular formation arouses entire 

cortex. Sleep does not work this way.

• GABA & adenosine promote sleep, but in a more 
“region by region” fashion. So there are situations
where part of the brain is asleep but not the entire 
brain.

• Drugs that increase effect of GABA (tranquilizers, 
sleeping pills, alcohol) can facilitate sleep. Drugs that 
block adenosine (caffeine) can prevent sleep.

NREM Sleep “Disorders”
• Very common in kids; tend to run in families.  Most 

outgrow them.  A much smaller # of adults continue 
to have NREM disorders, most often when stressed.

• Night terrors (partial arousal associated with 
intense anxiety during 1st few hours of sleep; no 
memory of it next morning)

• Sleepwalking – stereotypical actions done without 
full awareness (again usually in the 1st few hrs of 
sleep & no memory of it)

• Recall our discussion of how the sleep system can 
inhibit or put some areas of the brain asleep, while 
others are still active/awake. Prefrontal cortex is 
asleep but cingulate and thalamus active during 
somnabulism.

Other Sleep Disorders
• Many different causes/types of insomnia, e.g.

• “Onset” insomnia (trouble falling asleep)(may be associated 
with phase-delayed temp cycle)

• “Termination” insomnia (waking too early) (often associated 
with phase-advanced temp cycle)

• Depression: early REM  & termination insomnia

• Insomnia may also be related to  “restless legs syndrome” 
which delays sleep or involuntary leg movements during 
sleep (“periodic limb movement disorder”) which can 
disrupt sleep & make it less restful

• Insomnia/disrupted sleep cycle due to sleep apnea

Biorhythms

Peaks ~ 6 hr before bedtime

Lowest~2 hrs into sleep

• Sleep apnea is a sleep disorder characterized by 
abnormal lapses in breathing during sleep.

• Causes daytime sleepiness, impaired attention, & 
possible heart problems.

• Cognitive impairment may result from loss of neurons 
due to insufficient oxygen levels.

• Causes can be “mechanical” or neurological, and 
include obesity, use of drugs/meds that increase 
muscle relaxation, genetics, old age, and deterioration 
of the brain mechanisms that control breathing.

• Related to SIDs

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-do-whales-and-dolphin/
http://www.dana.org/Cerebrum/2006/Are_We_in_the_Dark_About_Sleepwalking%E2%80%99s_Dangers_/
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• Jet lag: mismatch between circadian rhythms & 
outside world due to crossing time zones. 
• Sleepiness & impaired functioning during the day and 

sleeplessness at night until clock re-synchronizes with new 
environment

• Traveling west = “phase-delay”,  traveling east= “phase-
advance”. Phase delays are easier for your clock to adjust to.

• Shift-work sleep disorder, similarly, is related to trying 
to work when your circadian clock is telling you to 
sleep and trying to sleep when your SCN is telling you 
it is time to be awake.

Desynchronization of work cycle and circadian 
cycle correlated with accidents

• Knowing how to 
best handle 
jetlag and 
shiftwork is of 
importance to a 
huge number of 
businesses & 
international 
interactions.

Shifting Your Biorhythms
• You must control your environment to provide the 

right cues to your SCN

• For several days before your shift in cycle:
• Expose yourself to bright light beginning at the time of 

your “new morning”
• Dim or no lights at time of new “night-time”
• May take melatonin a few hours before new bedtime for 

phase advances
• Match mealtimes, exercise times to new cycle
• Maintain exposure to “correct” stimuli to keep new 

biorhythms entrained

• It is easier to delay your clock (go to bed later, wake 
up later) than it is to advance your clock (go to sleep 
earlier, wake up earlier).


